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SYI)UMIJ. Structuml mapping of Maxwell Montes has revealed a variation in the cbmcter of ridges and 
valleys from the toe of the mountain belt in L b h i  Planurn to the crest of the belt This variation is interpreted 
as an evolution in thrust systems from simple fold-bend anticlines as they are locotporated into belt at the toe to 
steeply dipping duplexes at tbe crest. A shallow depth of decollement and displacements of several kilometers are 
indicated. 'Ibis model may permit gravitational relaxation of the highest part of the mountain belt through normal 
faulting of the steeply dipping duplexes along preexisting thrust faults. The mechanism for support of the 
mountain belt at depth is probably not austal thickness variation$ alone, and its true nature remains elusive. 
N e v d l e s g  tbe evolution of Maxwell Montes can st i l l  be i n t e m  as quite comparable to that of terrestrial fold- 
aod-thrust belts, with a key diffenxz W i g  the lack of emion on Venus. 

Irrtrodwtion. SVuctutal mapping of Maxwell Montes, Venus, is W i g  perfamed with Magellan data in 
order to characterize the tectonic procases associated with the creation and evolution of tbe mountain belt, their 
sequence, timing, and overall relationship to the rest of Ishm Tern  Earhex examhation of Venera and Arecibo radar 
images led a number of workers to interpret the surf= &formalion as ocming through folding, thrusting, and 
budding of tbe aust [I-41. More recent examination of Magellan data has led others to confm this prelhmry 
assessment [5-71. Suppe and Conners [S] determined that the topography of the western face of Maxwell is 
consistent with its fonnation through critical taper wedge mechanics involving the upper-most austal layers. Tbe 
purpose of this work is to explictly document the characteristics of individual structures present across Maxwell 
Montes, iocotporate tbem into an evolutionary sequence of events, and compare that to the evolution of terrestrial 
fdd-and-thrust belts. 

Obsewatiors and Interpretations. The mapping of western Maxwell Montes has revealed a 
preQmtnaoce of structures related to crustal shortening, primarily in tbe form of thrust faulting and folding. The 
nature of these f e .  varies from west to east and appears to be correlated with the large-scale topography (Figure 
1). Off the western edge of Maxwell Montes, in the smooth, low-lying plains of LaLshmi Planum (63-64'N). 
small folds or flat-topped anticlines are observed trending to tbe north or slightly west of north. These folds are oa 
theorderofsevetalhundredmetersaaossaodawratspacingsd~~ly 56km. Theyareseparatedfrom 
ooe soother by relatively flat, mdeformed plains. An interpretive cross-section of thae folds that assumes a shallow 
depth to dtxollement is shown in Figure 2A. To the east tbe surf= slopes upward rapidly on the western face of 
Maxwell, and more oorth-northwest trending anticlines are obseaved. In this region, the flat-topped anticlines 
broaden while tbe width of flat regions between them &aeaws to almost zero. On the lower reaches of the toe of 
western Maxwell, the spacing of the anticlines can be as little as 3 km, or half that observed in the plains 
2B). The iacrease in fold width and deaease in specing are interpreted to be tbe result of large displacements (several 
km) akmg tbe shallow-dipping thrusts. Farther up the slope the spacing haeases to approximately 5-6 km (as in 
the plains) but the width of individual anticlines also increases, so that tbere are only n m w ,  flat valleys between 
anticliaes (Rim 2C). This is inteapreted to be a result of merging of adjacent anticlines. Near the crest of the 
mountain belt, tbe nature of the compressional features changes again. Instead of flat-topped anticlines, the general 
structure appears to collsist of steep west-facing scarps (<I km wide) and long, shallow east-facing slopes (- 10 km 
wide). 'Ihe east-facing slopes tenninate at the base of a subsequent west-facing scarp. Although radar foreshortening 
and ehgatioa wiU tend to exaggerate the relative widths of these slopes, the geometry of these features is consistent 
with their represeoting starked duplexes in an imbricate sheet (Figure 2D). 

Synthesis. Tbe cross sections of Figure 2 suggest the following sequence of events in Maxwell Montes from 
rhe toe to tbe aest. Anticlines first form in the plains @g. 2A), then become inmrporated into the toe of the 
mountain belt through furtbes shorteaing along existing thrust faults which increases the width of the existing 
anticlines aod deaeases the spacing between them (Fig. 2B). Fartbea up the wedge the increased width and spacing of 
the anticlines is interpreted to be the result of further slip along the decollements and merging of adjacent anticlines 
(Fig. 2C). F i y ,  at tbe m s t  of the mountain belt duplexes are formed and rotated backwards Fig .  2D). This may 
ultimately lead to normal faulting along steeply dipping thrust surfaces, which would expose more of the flat, east- 
facing slopes. Such normal faulting would be indicative of gravitational relaxation and has been observed along pre- 
existing thrust faults in the Himalaya [9]. 

The Maxwell cross-sections sbow good agreement with those of terrestrial thrust systems [e.g., see 101. A 
major difference is that the Maxwell cross-sections show no evidence of erosion. Anothea difference is that the 
Maxwell cm-sedions are not yet balanced from toe to crest. E f f m  are being made to produce a balanced mss-  
section for Maxwell m order to predict relationships at depth and to examine the implications for support of the 
mountain belt. 
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Figure 1. Topographic profile across Maxwell from 0.0°E/63.0'N to 3.0°E/64.0'N. Elevations shown are relative 
to mean planetary radius of 6051.84 km. Letters A-D refa to cross-seaion locations in 2. 
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Figure 2. Interpretive cross-sections of different structures on Maxwell Montes. Letters "A" - "Dm correspond to 
locations on topographic profile of Figure 1. East is to the right. Heaviest lines indicate 'active' thrust surfaces. 
Note scale change between "B" and "C." Dl and D2 repsent tbe progressive growth of a duplex. 
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